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Abstract 
Baumgartner, J.E., On the size of closed unbounded sets, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 
54 (1991) 195-227. 
We study various aspects of the size, including the cardinality, of closed unbounded subsets of 
]kY, expecially when I, = K+” for II E o. The problem is resolved into the study of the size of 
certain stationary sets. Relative to the existence of an w,-Erdiis cardinal it is shown consistent 
that WY< wf’ and every closed unbounded subset of [w$+ has cardinality WY’. A 
weakening of the w,-Erdiis property, o,-remarkability, is defined and shown to be retained 
under a large class of Easton-like forcings applied to w,-Erdos cardinals. A class of 
reverse-Easton forcings preserving a-Erdiisness is also described, with special attention to the 
establishment of Cl-principles. 
0. Introduction 
Suppose K, A are cardinals and KS A. Let 
[nlcK = {x G A: Ix]< K} and [A]“={x~il:Ix]=~} 
Suppose K is regular. A set C G [A]‘” is unbounded if Vx E [A]<, 3y E Cx c y; C 
is closed if for any set X E C if IX] < K and X is directed under inclusion (or even 
just well-ordered under inclusion) then lJ X E C. Here we study the structure, 
including the possible minimum cardinality, of closed unbounded subsets of [klcK 
when K is regular and uncountable. We are particularly interested in the case 
A. = K+~ where n E o. The paper is organized as follows. 
First we resolve the study of closed unbounded sets into the study of certain 
stationary sets. If il = K+” and K~, . . . , K,, are regular cardinals <K, let 
S(K, A; Kg, . . . , K,) = {X E [n]? vi Cf SUP@ n K+‘) = Ki}. 
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In Section 1 we note that each S(K, A; x0, . . . , K,) is stationary. One of our goals 
is to find closed unbounded sets C so that each x E C fl S(K, A; K~, . . . , K,) is 
determined, to the maximum extent possible, by (sup(x fl K+‘): i G n). In Section 
2 we show that if ~~ = co, i > 0, then IC fl S(K, A; rco, . . . , K,)[ > A” for every 
closed unbounded C. In Section 3 it is shown that it is possible to find closed 
unbounded C so that C fl S(K, A; K~, . . . , K,) is small when a cardinal is missing 
from K~, . . . , K,, or when the cardinals K(), . . . , K,, are, roughly speaking, ‘out of 
order’. For example, we can always find closed unbounded C G [K+~]<~ with 
ICI c (K+")"", and there is C with IC fl S(o,, w,; K(), K~, K~)I =S o,O1 in all cases 
except possibly K. = 0, K1 = WI, K2 = 02, 
We also show in Section 3 that closed unbounded sets can be kept small in the 
presence of certain combinatorial principles Q,(K) and Q,(K). The principle 
QI(~) says that there is f : [K] <O+ K such that for any X E K, if X has order type 
o1 then the image f“[Xlcw of [X]<O under f contains a set closed and unbounded 
(in the usual ordinal sense) in supX. 
In Section 4 we show that if there is a universal O-sequence on K and K lies 
below the first Mahlo cardinal, then Q1(~) holds. If in addition there is a kind of 
O-sequence that witnesses non-Mahloness in the way that an ordinary O- 
sequence witnesses nonregularity, then Ql(~) holds for K below the first 2-Mahlo 
cardinal. With a universal O-sequence we have been able to get Q2(~) only for 
K<i$,,,. 
In Section 5 we define a-remarkable cardinals, a weakening of the notion of 
a-Erdiis cardinals. If K is o,-remarkable then Ql(~) fails and Chang’s Conjecture 
for K holds in the sense that every structure of type (K, co,) has an elementary 
substructure of type (CL),, 0). We describe a large class of ‘Easton-like’ partial 
orderings for forcing that will leave an o,-Erdiis cardinal w,-remarkable, and we 
show that the usual Levy-style collapses will keep K w,-remarkable while K 
becomes the first Mahlo, the second Mahlo, or even w2. 
Section 5 concludes with the proof that if K is o,-Erdiis then by forcing we can 
make K= wj, o,O< 0;"' and a result rather like the one in Section 2 holds with w 
replaced by w,; in particular every closed unbounded subset of [o~]<~~ has 
cardinality I@“. 
The final section is concerned with the connection between O-principles and 
ErdGs cardinals. There are two ways to approach this problem. One is to verify 
that any desired O-principle holds in the usual inner models for set theory, like 
the core model K in which Erdiis cardinals remain Erdiis. The other, which we 
adopt, is to describe a class of reverse-Easton forcings that preserve Erdiis 
cardinals and are sufficient to establish a broad range of Cl-principles. With the 
results of Section 5 this shows that the results of Section 4 for Q,(K) are sharp. 
Our set-theoretical notation is standard. We frequently use the well-known 
fact, due essentially to Kueker [9], that if C G [A] <K is closed and unbounded then 
there is f : [A] <w-+ A so that C contains the closed unbounded set 
C(f) = {x E [A]‘? x n K E K and f “[x]- G x}. 
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1. Decompositions into stationary sets 
In [3] it is shown that stationary costationary subsets of w1 are all equivalent in 
the sense that any one of them can be destroyed by (generically) sending a closed 
unbounded set through its complement. The same is already false for subsets of 
o2 since any closed unbounded set C can be decomposed into the sets 
Si={aEC:cfcr=o} and S:={~EC:cf~=Wi} 
and these sets cannot be destroyed without destroying o2 itself. Moreover, it is 
not necessarily the case that sets stationary and costationary in Si are all 
equivalent. See [l] for a discussion of this and related problems. Thus in general 
the study of closed unbounded subsets of a regular cardinal K reduces to the study 
of certain stationary subsets of K, and it should be no surprise that the study of 
closed unbounded subsets of [ill’” is similar. 
In this paper we are primarily interested in closed unbounded subsets of [A]‘” 
when K and A are only finitely many cardinals apart, i.e., A = K+” for some n < o. 
If KO, . . . , K,, < K are regular cardinals, then we define 
S(K, A; Kg, . . . , K,) = {X E [A]<? vi G n Cf SUp(X n K+‘) = K;}. 
It is easy to see that the union of all such sets S(K, A; K”, . . . , K,) is closed 
unbounded; let us begin, therefore, with a proof that each such set is stationary. 
We prove a slightly more general technical result. Let 
CN(K, A) = {p: K < p =S A and p is a regular cardinal}. 
We do not assume A = K+~ for some n. 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose w < K S il and K is regular. Let X c CN(K, A) be specified 
with 1X1< K. Suppose also that n < o and ( pj: i G n ) is an increasing sequence of 
regular cardinals with p. = K and p, = A+, and that K~ < K is regular for all i < n. 
Let S be the set of all x E [nlcK such that Vi VP E X if pi s p < pi+, then 
cf(sup(x fl p)) = K;. Then S is stationary in [/I]‘“. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on A. If A = K then we may suppose n = 1 and 
the theorem is easy. Suppose A > K. Let CL’ = pFLn_1 and suppose f : [A]‘“+ A is 
given. We seek x E S such that x is closed under f and x fl K E K. We construct an 
increasing sequence (A,: LY < K,_ 1 ) of subsets of il such that 
(1) X n P’ G A”, 
(2) A, n ,u’ E p’ for all (Y, and IA, n ,u’l = lAmI, 
(3) VP E X if P’ G y G A then sup(A, fl p) < sup(A,+, n cl) for all (Y, 
(4) A, is closed under f. 
Let A = IJ {A,: cy< K,-1}. Note that by (3), cf(sup(A n p)) = K,-, for all p E X 
with p’s p G A. For each such ,u let a, E A fl p be a cofinal set of cardinality 
K,,_~. Let a be the union of all such a,. 
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By (2) we have An,u’ EP’. Let A’ = [Al. If A’< K then A ES, A is closed 
under f and ,u’ = K and we are done. So suppose K < A’. 
Let Ed: A’+A be a bijection, and let C be the set of all x E [A’]<, such that if y 
is the smallest subset of h. such that x U a my, y fl K E K, and y is closed under .7d, 
n-’ and f, then y II A’ =x. It is easy to see that C is closed unbounded in [A’]‘“, 
so by inductive hypothesis we may find x E C such that Vi VP E X fl A’ if 
Pi s P < Pi+1 then cf(sup(x fl ,u)) = K;. But now if y is the smallest subset of A 
satisfying the conditions above, then y n A’ =x so cf (sup@ n p)) = cf(sup(y fl 
cl))=Ki for i<n-I, while a c y E A so cf(sup(y tl p)) = K_, for ,u with 
A-1 s p s A. This completes the proof. 0 
Thus in particular when il = K+~ each Set S(K, A; K”, . . . , K,) is stationary. 
We do not know if Theorem 1.1 remains true when more than finitely many pi 
and ~~ are specified. The simplest unsolved case is the following. 
Question. Let f : co--, {w, o,}, and let S, = {x E [X0]<? Vi < w cf(sup(x n 
q+J) = f (i)}. Is S, stationary when f is not eventually constant? Is lJ {,!$: f is not 
eventually constant} stationary? 
To see that some extension of Theorem 1.1 is possible, consider the following 
result. 
Theorem 1.2. Let ( p,,: n =C CO) be an increasing sequence of measurable cardinals, 
and let K,, E {w, w,} be specified arbitrarily for n < o. Let p = sup{p,: n < o}. If 
s = {x E [p]<F Vn cf sup@ fl j&) = K,,}, then S is stationary. 
Proof. Suppose f : [p]<O ’ ’ --, p IS given. We must find x E S such that o 1 c x and x 
is closed under f. Let % = (p, fn),,<,,, be a structure such that f,(a,, . . . , a,,) = 
f{a,, . . . , a,}. For each n let U,, be a normal ultrafilter on Pi, and let 1, E 17, be a 
set of indiscernibles over 2l. Let a’ = (‘21, a)_,, where I consists of the first w 
elements of each I,. Let J,, E U,, J, G I,, be a set of indiscernibles over (11’. For 
each n let A, be the first K,, elements of J,, and let x be the closure of 
w1 U lJ {A,: n < w} under f. We must show x E S, i.e., for each II, cf(sup(x n 
/4x)) = Ktz. It will suffice to show that A, is cofinal in x tl p,, for each n. 
For this some well-known indiscernibility arguments may be applied. Suppose 
f(P, go, . . . > P) < pFln, where iii stands for an increasing sequence (~6, . _ . , I&, 
of elements of Ai, and 7 is a sequence yo, . . . , yk of elements of ol. Then by 
indiscernibility of the 4 over ?I (assuming m > n) we have 
f(F, go, . . . ) ivy = f (9, ito, . . . , ism-‘, jP> = * * * 
=f(F, ito,. . . , 3, p+1,. * * , py, 
where the fii are arbitrary increasing sequences /3&, . . . , /3f, from Ii. Without loss 
of generality we may assume the pi lie among the first w elements of Zi, hence are 
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distinguished elements of the structure VI’. But by the indiscernibility of .Z, over 
9I’ even when all elements of pCln-] are distinguished, we must have 
f(P, so, . . . > 2”) < a, where (Y is the first element of A, greater than (Y’&. This 
completes the proof. Cl 
Remarks. (1) A further indiscernibility argument will show that if Y is regular, 
then for the x in the proof of Theorem 1.2 we have cf sup@ tl Y) = K,, if 
sup A, < Y < u,, and cf sup@ n Y) = o otherwise. 
(2) Less than measurability is required for Theorem 1.2. It will suffice that the 
K be sufficiently Ramsey for the two sets of indiscernibles Z, and .Z, c Z, to be 
found, and the .Z, need only have cardinality w,. The smallest such cardinals are a 
great deal smaller than the smallest measurable cardinal. 
(3) An obvious approach to the question asked earlier in this section is to 
collapse each ,un, say, to Xn+, (or K n+2) and hope that an analogue of Theorem 
1.2 still holds. This we have not yet been able to prove. 
2. A special case 
Suppose A = K+” and Kg, . . . ) K~ < K are regular cardinals. Then we know 
s = S(K, A; Kg, . . . , K,) = {X E [n]-: vi G Iz Cf(SUp(X l--l K+‘)) = Ki} 
is stationary. In the next section we will show that in many cases there is a closed 
unbounded set C G [nlcK such that every element x of C n S is uniquely 
determined by the sequence (sup@ tl K+~): i G n). One of the purposes of this 
section is to show that this is never the case when one of the K~, i > 0, is w. We 
begin with a strong technical result. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose u and A are regular cardinals and o <u <A. Let 
f : [A]‘” + A. be given. Then there exist a < u and a tree 5 of elements of I. such 
that 
(1) ifE%-rl then 5~77, 
(2) every element of 5 has )3. immediate successors, 
(3) 9 has height w, and 
if B E Y is an infinite branch and x(B) is the closure of B U a under f, then 
x(B) n ,u = a, sup x(B) = sup B and all the x(B) are distinct. Moreover, if C is the 
set of all IX < u for which such 5 exists then C contains a closed unbounded set. 
Proof. Let E,={~<&&Y is closed under f}, and let E,={EEEo:cfE=o}. 
Since E. is closed unbounded in A, El must be stationary. For each 5 E El let 
(0:: n < W) be an increasing sequence cofinal in 5. The following result is 
standard. 
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Lemma 2.2. If S c El is stationary then 3T G S T is stationary and for some 
00, 01, . . 1 9 o, we have V~ETVi<na~=a, and {a:{~~T:a~+,=a} is 
stationary} is cofinal in A. 
Fix 5 E El. It is easy to see that there is some (Y = (~(5) < p such that if xE is the 
closure of (Y U { a,$: n < o} under f, then x5 fl a: = a. In fact, the set of all such CY 
is clearly closed unbounded in p. Note also that supxE = ,$ since E itself is closed 
under f. 
Since p < A there exist stationary Ez G El and (Y < ,M such that cu(E) = (Y for all 
,$ E Ez. This will be the a of Theorem 2.1. It remains to construct T. 
Lemma 2.3. For any stationary S E E2 there exist stationary T E S, a,,, . . . , a,,, 
and 2 G A such that 121 = A and if Z = {a,,: y < A} then 
(1) Vi<nVcETc$=oi, 
(2) Va E Z { 5 E T: a:+, = a} is stationary, 
(3) Vy, 6 < A VE E T if y < 6 and u:+~ = a, then au 4 xg. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 we know there are sets Z’ and T’ such that (1) and (2) of 
Lemma 2.3 hold when Z is replaced by Z’ and T by T’. Our goal is to find Z E Z’ 
and T G T’ which satisfy (3) as well. 
We are assuming Z’ = {a,:~ < A}. Let TC = {g E T’: uz+, = a,}. Let M = {y < 
A: cf y = cl}. Then M is stationary in A. Let y EM. For each c E Ti we know 
IxE I< p so there is some 6 = S(c) < y such that a6 4 xE for 6 c /? < y. There must 
be stationary TY E TC such that S(E) is constant for all g E TY; let us refer to this 
constant value as 6(y). By Fodor’s Theorem there is stationary N G M such that 
6(y) is constant, say 6 for all y E N. But now if Z = {a,: y E N - S} and 
T=LJ{T,: YEN-S} then(3)issatisfied. 0 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 we apply Lemma 2.3 repeatedly to 
construct 5. For S = E2 we apply Lemma 2.3 to obtain Z = Z, ), T = TC ), and 
n = no. Zo will be the first level of the tree F. If u E Zo then apply Lemma 2.3 
with S replaced by TT, = {EE T: u:+~ = a}. We obtain Z=Z,,,, T = TCO,, 
n = n(,). Z(,) will contain the successors of u in the tree 5. For r E Z(,) we 
apply Lemma 2.3 with S replaced by Ti,, = (5 E TCOI,: a&01+1 = t} to obtain 
Z,L?+ T(,,,, n(,,) and so on. This determines ~7. 
Let Bi, B,GY be distinct infinite branches. Suppose B1 n B2 = 
(00, . . . > u~-~} and the next element of B1 is u while the next element of B, is t, 
and r < u. But then by Lemma 2.3(3) we know that VE E TC,,,,..,,_,) if u,$+, = u 
then t $ xE. We must show that r $ x(B,). 
But if t E x(B,) then there must be some initial segment a,, . . . , a, of B, (with 
a, = a, of course) such that r is in the f-closure of {a,: i <I} U a. But if 
5 E T(q,...>,,) then {q:i~l}~x~ and also 5~ TcO “..... Okm,), so t$x~, a 
contradiction. 
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Now let B c F be an infinite branch. We want to see that supx(B) = sup B. In 
fact it is possible that this may fail, but a trivial thinning-out of the tree will make 
it hold. Given a finite initial segment a,,, . . . , a, of the tree, simply insist that all 
immediate successors of a, must be larger than all elements of the f-closure of 
{a,: i c k} U (Y. Since o, has A immediate successors in 9 this is easy to do. 
Finally, let us check that the set C of Theorem 2.1 contains a closed unbounded 
set. Let S G p be stationary. In choosing o, we began by choosing (Y(E) < p for 
E E E, such that xc n LY(~) = a(E) w h en xE is the f-closure of (Y(E) U {a:: n < w}. 
It is easy to see that the set of such (u(c) is closed unbounded, so we may choose 
(u(E) E S and proceed as before. Hence C n S # 0 for all stationary S, and it 
follows that C contains a closed unbounded set. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Let K, A, S, X, p(,, . . . , p,,, K,,, . . . , K,, be as in Theorem 1.1. 
Suppose K,,, = co, m > 0, and it is not the case that p,,, = p+ for a singular cardinal 
p with ,u fl X cofinal in p. Then for any closed unbounded set C c [A]‘“, 
VY<Kit?' csf-l c IS'1 = YW 
and 
VX, y E s vp E X SUP(X n p) = SUP(Y n p). 
It follows that IS fl Cl 2 p:. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that for some f : [Alcw+ A, 
c = c, = {x E [A]‘“: x is closed under f and x fl K E K} 
Use Theorem 1.1 to find z c A such that ~1, E z, 121 = pm, and z is closed under f, 
andVpeXif p,,,<p and ~i~c1<~;+, then cf(sup(z fl cl)) = K~. For each such p 
let zP c ~1 be a cofinal subset of order type K~. 
Next, manufacture a function g : [pm]<“‘-+ p, such that if x E C, = {y E 
[P,]<~: y fl K E K and y is closed under g} and x’ is the closure of x U LJ {z,,: p E 
X,p>pm} under f, then x’np, =x. (The set of such x is clearly closed 
unbounded so g must exist.) 
By our assumptions on pL, we know there must be regular p < p, such that 
either p,,, = of or else p > sup(X fl pm). Let us apply Theorem 2.1 to p, y, and g 
to get a < p and 9 as in that result. We may assume that (Y > sup(X tl p) and if 
p E X, that cf (Y = K,,-, (note pm_ , S p < p,) while cf (Y < K arbitrarily if p $X. 
Choose a subtree Y’ E 5 such that 3’ is v-branching (i.e., every element of Y’ 
has Y immediate successors) and every infinite branch through 3’ has the same 
supremum /I < pm. In particular we will have Y’ E p, (.Y’( = Y, and 9’ has v” 
infinite branches. 
Fix z, cofinal in (Y of order type cf a. By Theorem 1.1 there is x E C, such that 
F’UZ,GX and VpEXnp if j~~~~<~~+r then cf(sup(xnp))=Ki. For PE 
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X fl p as above fix z, cofinal in x fl p with order type K~. For each branch B 
through 9’) let x(B) be the closure of B U lJ {q, : p E X, p # p} U z, under g and 
5 It is easy to see that VP E X if p # p then zP is cofinal in p n x(B), while if 
p E X then z, is cofinal in p fl x(B) since by Theorem 1.1 the closure of cx U B 
under g introduces no elements of p above a: Thus x(B) E S fI C and we may let 
S’ = {x(B): B a b ranch through S’}. Note that Theorem 2.1 guarantees IS’1 = v”. 
It remains to check that (S n C] 3 pz. If 3~ < K v" 3 pm then v” = ,uz and we 
have already handled this case. If VY < K P-C pm then every y E [p,J, must be 
contained in some x E S n C, and [[xl”1 = 1x1 w < ,u~ so S rl C must contain at least 
pz distinct such x. 0 
Remark. We shall see in the next section that the conclusion IS n Cl 2 p: cannot 
be improved. 
Corollary 2.5. Let w < K < A, K regular. Then any closed unbounded subset of 
[VK must have cardinal@ at least A”. 
Proof. If A is regular this follows immediately from Corollary 2.4. If cf A > w then 
A”= CP<APW and again the result follows from Corollary 2.4. Suppose cf A = w. 
If 3p<<pcLoA then ,u~= A” and we are done as before. Otherwise any 
unbounded set U must have cardinality A” since [Alw = U {[xl”: x E V} and 
vxEUI[X]~I=lXI~<A. cl 
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.5 are an elaboration of Theorem 3.2 and 
Corollary 3.3 in [4], which asserts that every closed unbounded subset of [wJ” 
must have cardinality Xp. 
Corollary 2.6. Suppose K is regular, A = K+, and Kg, . . . , K, < K are regular. If 
i > 0, K; = w and C is closed unbounded then C n S(K, A; K~, . . . , K,) has 
cardinal@ at least A”. 
Proof. If (K+j)O 2 A then (K+~)~ = A" and we are done. Otherwise A” = A and 
again we are done. •i 
It is natural to ask whether Theorem 2.1 and its corollaries can be extended to 
the case where the tree 9 has height wl. We shall see later that the answer 
depends on the axioms for set theory. 
3. Small stationary sets 
Suppose now K is regular and A = K+" for some n E w, n >O. We will 
investigate the structure of the stationary sets S(K, A; K~, . . . , K,) fl C, where C 
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ranges over the closed unbounded sets. In particular, we are interested in the 
following question. If x E S(K, A; K~, . . . , K,,) fl C then what information, in 
addition to x fl K+~-I, is needed to determine x uniquely? This approach will 
allow us to attack the structure problem by induction on n. 
For each ordinal (Y, let k, : a+ 1 aI be a bijection. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose x E S(K, A; rcO, . . . , K,), x fl K E K and tla E x x is closed 
under k, and k;‘. Then x is determined uniquely by x n K+~-’ together with any 
cofinal subset x, of x. 
Proof. x = IJ {k,‘(x f-I K+“-‘): (Y E X,}. q 
Corollary 3.2. There is a closed unbounded set C such that IC rl 
S(K, A; Ko, . . . , K~)I S )Lp, where y = max(rc,: 1 G i S n). 
Proof. Let C = {x E [A]‘“: x n K E K and Va EX x is closed under k, and k;‘}. 
Then by Lemma 3.1 and induction, any x E C fl S(K, A; K~, . . . , K,) is deter- 
mined by x fl K together with (Xi: 1 < i G n ) where xi is a set of order type K~ 
cofinal in x n K+‘. The number of such sequences is AP. 0 
It will turn out that for certain sequences K”, . . . , K, we can replace x, in 
Lemma 3.1 by sup(x). The idea in each case is to show that for a judiciously 
chosen C, x belongs to a filter of cofinal subsets of sup(x); thus if y has the same 
supremum then x n y will be cofinal in both x and y, since it also belongs to the 
filter, and if in addition x fl K+“-’ = y fl K+~-’ then by Lemma 3.1, x = y. The 
filters will be variants on the filter of p-closed subsets of sup(x) for p < K,. 
By induction on n 2 0 let us define fn : [K+~]~+‘+ [K+~]<~. If n = 0 let 
f”(a) = (Y. If n > 0 and a E [K+“]“+’ then let (Y = max(a) and let f,(a) = 
k,‘f,-,(k:(a - {a>)). 
The next lemma is really a special case of Lemma 3.6, but it is much easier to 
prove, it introduces the important ideas, and it already has some interesting 
consequences, so we treat it separately. 
Lemma 3.3. (a) Suppose x E S(K, A; K~, . . . , K,), x n K E K, and Va EX x is 
closed under k, and k,‘. If Y < K is a regular cardinal such that Y does not appear 
among K~, . . . , K,, then Vy E [xl” 3a E [xl”+’ If,(a) nyl = Y. 
(b) There is a closed unbounded set C such that if in addition x E C and Y < K,,, 
then x is completely determined by x fl K+~-’ and sup x. 
Proof. (a) We proceed by induction on n. If n = 0 then x =x fl K E K and since 
v+% 3aExI(Ynyl=v. But then &nycfo{a}=a. Suppose n>O. Since 
Y#K,, 3c~~xI(~nyl=v. Thus k:(any)E[xnk+II-‘]“and we may apply the 
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inductive hypothesis to find a E [X n K+~-‘]~ such that If,-l(a) fl kz(a n y)l = Y. 
But now clearly fn( { (Y} U kL1(a)) fl y has cardinality Y. 
(b) Let C consist of all x E [LICK such that x n K E K, Va EX x is closed under 
k, and k;‘, and Vu E [x]““fn( a c X, where f,(u) denotes f,(u) together with all ) _
its limit points. Suppose y EX and y has order type v. By part (a), 3u E 
W+l If,(a) f-7 Yl = v so supy is a limit point of fn(u). Hence supy E x and it 
follows that x must be v-closed. Any two such sets with the same supremum must 
intersect cofinally (since v < K,) so we are done by Lemma 3.1. Note that when 
we say x is ‘completely determined’ by x n K+~-’ and supx, we mean that x is 
completely determined relative to other members of C fl S(K, A; q,, . . . , K,). 
Corollary 3.4. There is a closed unbounded C 5 [A]‘” such that if v < K is regular 
and does not appear among K~, . . . , K,, then 
)cnS(K, A; Kg, . . . , K,)l SAP’, where p = 1 + max{ K,: i > 0, ~~ < v}. 
Proof. Let C be the set of all x E [klcK such that x fl K E K, Va E x x is closed 
under k, and k;‘, and Vi G it Vu E [x fl K+‘]‘+’ f;(u) E X. Thus we may use Lemma 
3.3 inductively. If x E C n S(K, h; K~, . . . , K,,) then x is determined by (sup(x rl 
K+‘): V < K+i or i = 0) together with (pi: K+’ < Y, i > 0) where xi is cofinal in 
x n K+‘. q 
For example, Corollary 3.4 shows that there is a closed unbounded C such that 
lc n W,, w,; W, 091 = ic n S(W,, w4; wit 0,)i = 04. 
More generally, we have 
Corollary 3.5. There is a closed unbounded C c [K+~]<~ such that [Cl c (Kcn)w”. 
Proof. Regardless of the choice of K(,, . . . , K, there must be some v < o,,+, 
which does not occur among them. Now apply Corollary 3.4 together with the 
facts that the union of the sets S(K, Key; K~, . . . , K,) is closed unbounded and 
that the definition of C is independent of K(), . . . , K,. 0 
So, for example, there is a closed unbounded C s [w~]<~) such that IC( G oqW1, 
and there is a closed unbounded C G [~~+~]~m+~ with ICI < oz+.+ 
By working a little harder we can obtain a little more. Consider the sets 
Then our results do not apply to these sets, except to conclude that for some 
closed unbounded C we have IC fl S,l s WY, which in this case is trivial. 
Nevertheless it will turn out that for some closed unbounded C we can make 
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C II 4 small, i.e., of cardinality <w,O, which by the results of Section 2 we know 
to be best possible, but we can do nothing with C n S,. 
First we need some definitions. 
Let K~, . . . , K,, be a sequence of regular cardinals <K. If j < IZ then we say p is 
accessible at j from Y if either p= Y or there is a sequence i0 < i, < . . . < ik <j 
such that Y = Ki,, Ki,,, = (K;,)+ for m <k and p = K,$. For example, in the 
sequence wl, 0, ol, o3 the cardinal w2 is accessible at 3 from o but it is not 
accessible from w anywhere else. 
Let C,, denote the closed unbounded set of Corollary 3.4, i.e., n E C,, iff 
X~IKEK, Va~x x is closed under k, and k;‘, and VicnVaE[Xfl 
K+‘]‘“A(a) E x. Our goal is to show that if x E C,, n S(K, A; K(), _ . . , K,) and K,, is 
not accessible at n from w, then x is determined by x fl K+~-' and supx. This will 
yield the result for S1 above since w2 is not accessible at 2 from w, whereas in S, 
wz is accessible at 2 from w. To obtain Lemma 3.3(b) from this result simply note 
that if Y < K,, and Y does not occur among K~, . . . , K,, then K, cannot be 
accessible at II from w. 
Unfortunately we need to consider filters that are slightly more complicated 
than the v-closed filters. Let Y be regular, a an ordinal and cf (Y 2 Y+~, m > 0. By 
induction on m we define the (Y, m)-filter on a. The (Y, 1)-filter is simply the 
v-closed filter. The (Y, m + 1)-filter is the set of all X c (Y such that {p < a: X n p 
belongs to the (Y, m)-filter on /3} contains a set that is v+m-closed and unbounded 
in (Y. It is easy to see by induction that the (Y, m)-filter on (Y is indeed a filter and 
all its elements are cofinal in 0. 
Now suppose D G [Alv and x c A, [xl= v+~. By induction on m we define the 
notion dense in X. If m = 0 then D is dense in x iff D fI [x] y # 0. If m > 0 then D 
is dense in x iff 3y GX (y] = 1x1 and Vz my if ]z( = yf”-’ then D is dense in z. 
Note that if [xl” c D then D is dense in x regardless of the value of m. 
Lemma 3.6. (a) Let x E C,, II S(K, A; K,), . . . , K,) and suppose (Y E x, y G x II LY 
and lyl=vCm. If v +m+’ is not accessible at n from Y then U {[f,(a)]“: a E [x]~+‘} 
is dense in y. 
(b) Ifin (a) we have K, 2 v+~+' then x belongs to the (Y, m + I)-jilter on sup x, 
and therefore x is determined by x rl K+~-' and supx. 
Proof. (a) We proceed by induction on n. If n = 0 then [y]” G [a]’ = [f;,{ cu}] “. 
Suppose n > 0. We consider two cases. 
Case 1: K,-, # v+~ = lyl. Then 38 EX fl K+~-' 3y' G kgy Iy’l = vcm and y’ G 
/I. If Y ++’ is not accessible at n from Y then it is not accessible at n - 1 from Y 
either, so the inductive hypothesis applies and we may conclude 
U KLI@)l”: a E [x n K +np’]n} is dense in y’. But now translation by k,’ shows 
that U {[fn(a)]‘: a E [xl”+‘} is dense in ki’y’, hence in y. 
Case 2: K,_,= v+~ = lyl. Since Y +mt’ is not accessible at n from Y, it follows 
that m > 0 and y+“’ is not accessible at n - 1 from Y. Let y’ E k:y be of order 
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type yfrn and let z cy’, lzl= v+“-’ be arbitrary. Then 3/l by’ z E p so the 
inductive hypothesis applies and we see lJ {[fn-,(a)]‘: a E [x II K+~-‘]~} is dense 
in z. Since z was arbitrary, this means that lJ {[fn-l(a)]‘: a E [x n K+~-‘]~} is 
dense in y’, hence in k:y. Now translate via k;’ as before. 
(b) It is easy to see by induction on m that if y has order type v++’ and 
D G [A]” is dense in y, then lJ {Z: z E D} c7 supy belongs to the (Y, m + l)-filter 
on supy. (Here again Z is z together with its limit points.) Since K, 2 v+~+‘, part 
(a) of the lemma must apply to every subset y of x with 1 yl = v+~. Also, since 
u (2: z E u {[fn(a)]Y: a E [x]“+‘>> cx, 
we see that x must belong to the (Y, m + 1)-filter on sup x, as desired. 0 
Thus we can handle the case of S, = S(w3, 0,; ol, w, 02). The simplest cases 
left untreated are 
s, = qw,, f%; 0, 01, %) and S, = S(m2, 0,; w, w,). 
We will show that it is consistent and (modulo an w,-Erdiis cardinal) independent 
that there is a closed unbounded set C so that all x E C tl S, are determined by 
x fl w2 and supx. We can also obtain consistency of the analogous question for 
S,, but independence is open. 
Consider the following combinatorial property of a cardinal A: 
Q,(L): There is f : [A]+” +-A such that for all x E A if x has order type w, then 
f “[Xl<, contains a set closed and unbounded in supx. 
The value of Q,(n) is as follows. 
Theorem 3.7. Suppose Q,(A) holds. 
(a) Zf x E S(K, A; Ko, . . . , K,), x is closed under the function f, and K,, > w then 
x is determined by x fl K+~-I and supx. 
(b) There is a closed unbounded set C such that IC n S(K, A; K(), . . . , K,)[ s A". 
(c) There is a closed unbounded C c [AlcK such that ICI < A”. 
Proof. (a) If K,, = ml then it is clear that f “[x]<” contains a set closed and 
unbounded in supx. Hence x belongs to the w-closed filter on x. If K, > w, and a 
is a limit point of x with cofinality o, then again it is clear that if (Y n x is closed 
under f then it contains a set closed and unbounded in (Y. Thus in that case x 
belongs to the (w, 2)-filter on supx. In either case x is determined by x n K+~-' 
and supx. 
(b) follows from (a) by induction on n and by the observation that wi < p < A 
and Q,(k) implies Q,(p). 
(c) follows from (b). Cl 
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Now consider the following strengthening of Q,(A): 
Q2(;1): There is f : [Alcw + [Alo such that for all x G A, if x has order type o, 
then there is y E x of order type o, such that every initial segment of y is 
a subset of some f(a), a E [xl’“. 
Theorem 3.8. Q,(n) implies Q,(A). 
Proof. Let f be as in Q,(n). It is easy to find g : [A]‘“+ A so that for any infinite 
X E A, lJ (f(a): a E [xl’“} c g“[X]<o. We claim g works for Q,(h). Suppose x E A 
has order type 0,. By Q2(12) there is y G x of order type o, with 
y c lJ V(a): a E [Xl’“} #‘[x]==O. 0 
The advantage of Q2 over Ql is that we may obtain an analogue of Theorem 
3.7 in cases where we do not know that Q,(A) holds but only that Q&) holds for 
certain p < A. The statement of this analogue, however, follows the pattern of 
Lemma 3.6 rather than Theorem 3.7. 
Suppose K~, . . . , K,, -C K are fixed, and il = K+" as usual. Suppose also that 
i < n, Q2(~+‘) holds and that f : [K+~]<O + [K+~]~ witnesses that fact. Note that if 
a E [kInPi then ]fn-i-l(u)] G K+’ so f,-i-l(u) may be ordered in type SK+'. Let g, 
be the corresponding copy off on fn-,-l(u). 
Theorem 3.9. (a) Let x E C,, fl S(K, A; K~, . . . , K,) and suppose IX E x, y G x fl a 
and 1 y 1 = UT” (= co,,,). Suppose also that K~ = wl. Zf in the sequence 
4+l, . . . y Krz, co:“‘+’ is not accessible at n - i - 1 (i.e., at the lust position) from 
o,, then U {[g,(b)]“: b E [fn-i-l(u)]“-‘, a E [xl”-‘} is dense in y. 
(b) There is a closed unbounded set C such that if in (a) we have K,, 2 coTm+' 
and x E C then x belongs to the (w, m + 2)-filter on sup x, and therefore x is 
determined by x fl K+~-' and supx. 
Proof. (a) As in Lemma 3.6, we proceed by induction on n 3 i + 1. For n = i + 1 
we proceed by induction on m. Let m = 0. Then IyI = o, and y s fn_,_l{(y} = 
fo{ a} = a. Choose y’ cy so that y’ has order type w1 both in the ordinals and in 
the reordering of (Y in order type K+'. Now we finish easily by Qz(~+‘). The case 
m > 0 is immediate, and the case n > i + 1 proceeds just as in Lemma 3.6. 
(b) Let C be the set of all x E [nlcK such that Vm if i <m s n then 
Vu E [xl”-‘Vb E [x nf,,-i-l(u)]<“gO(b) cx. 
The rest of the proof is similar to Lemma 3.6(b). 0 
Theorem 3.9 shows in particular that if Q2(w4) holds then there is a closed 
unbounded C with IC fl S,] G os, which is best possible, and since & was the only 
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stationary set in [ws]<w3 that could not be handled by the previous results, this 
means that for some closed unbounded C s [o~]<~~ we have (Cl d WY’. 
Of course none of this is very meaningful without some consistency results for 
Q, and Q2. Section 4 contains consistency and independence results connecting 
Q1 (and Q2) to Jensen’s Cl-principles. The author conjectured that in the 
constructible universe L, Q,(A) holds for all A 2 o, and that in the core model K, 
Q,(A) holds for all A below the first o,-Erdos cardinal, and this conjecture was 
confirmed in an unpublished work of Magidor (see [ll]). It is easy to see that if A 
is w,-Erdiis, then Q,(n) (hence Q2(A)) must fail. 
Other results of Magidor have consequences for the size of closed unbounded 
sets without even dealing with the stationary sets S(K, il; rcO, . . . , K,). In [ll], he 
shows that if O# does not exist then every set of ordinals closed under primitive 
recursive set functions is a countable union of sets in L. This implies immediately 
that if V is a generic extension of L then whenever K is regular with K < A then 
there is a closed unbounded set C c [A]‘” such that ]C] = A” if K <cf A. and 
(C( = (n+)” = max(A+, A”) if K > cf A, and both of these are best possible. (To see 
that ]C] 2 il+ in the second case, just note that for any A. elements of [A]‘” there is 
another element not contained in any of them.) Magidor also shows that if there 
is no inner model with an w,-Erdiis cardinal then for every ordinal fi there is in K 
an algebra on /3 (with countably many operations) such that every subalgebra is a 
countable union of sets in K. Similar conclusions may be drawn from this result. 
Magidor’s results apply in the context of the S(K, A, K(), . . . , K,) as well. For 
example, suppose V has the same cardinals as L (so OS does not exist), and 
Ko, . . . , K, > w. Then for some closed unbounded Cc [nlcK we have C fl 
S(K, A; Kg, . . . , K,) G L. Simply let C consist of all x closed under primitive 
recursive set functions and such that Va E xx is closed under k, and k;‘, which 
we may take to lie in L since the cardinals of V and L are the same. We know x is 
determined by x fl K together with (xi: 0 < i < n) where xi is cofinal in x fl K+‘. 
But since ~~ > o we may apply Magidor’s result to choose Xi in L. And now x may 
be reconstructed in L. 
Instead of working over L or K, one may work over an arbitrary model V of 
GCH and accomplish the above result, for example, by a variety of Easton 
forcing. We suppress the (more or less) standard details of this argument. It 
might be remarked, however, that this suppressed result was the original starting 
point for this paper, and that it, in turn, was inspired by a remark made by the 
referee of [4], to whom the author now tenders his thanks. 
4. The principles Ql and Q2 
This section is devoted to a discussion of the principles Q1 and Q2 introduced at 
the end of the previous section. In particular we investigate. the connection 
between these propositions and Jensen’s U-principles. 
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For a cardinal K, let us denote by O(K) the assertion that there is (C,: IX < K, 
a a singular limit ordinal) such that for each (Y, 
(1) C, is closed unbounded in (Y, 
(2) C, has order type <(Y, 
(3) if /3 is a limit point of C, then C, = /3 fl C,. 
Then O(K+) is equivalent to the familiar principle 0,. It is shown in [5] that if 
V = L then O(K) holds for all K, and in fact there is a single definable sequence 
(C,: (Y a singular ordinal) that works for all the ordinals at once. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose K is less than the first weakly Mahlo cardinal and O(K) 
holds. Then Q,(K) holds also. 
Proof. We begin with a lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. We may write {A < K: A regular} = U {A,: n < o} as a disjoint union 
such that each A,, contains none of its limit points. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on K. The case for K successor is trivial. Suppose 
K is limit. Let C G K be a closed unbounded set of singular cardinals. For each 
A E C, let A’ be the next element of C and let (A:: n < w) be a decomposition of 
{p < A’: A. d CL, p regular} as in the lemma. Then setting A,, = lJ {AA: h E C} will 
work. 0 
Note that in order to show Q,(K) it suffices to find f : [K]<~-+ [K]"" such that 
VX s K if X has order type w, then u f “[X]<, contains a set of closed 
unbounded in supX. (We may always find g: [K]<~+ K so that g“[X]<, = 
Uf “[JTm.) 
Now, given the decomposition (A,: n < u) in the Lemma 4.2, if A. E A, let 
h(A) = sup(A, tl A) < A (of course h(A) = 0 if A = min A,). 
For x E [K]‘” let N, be the Skolem hull of x in 
(K+, E, h, <<, ((a, C,): (Y limit, singular)) 
where << is a well-ordering of H,+, the collection of all sets hereditarily of 
cardinality SK. Let f(x) = N, fl K. We claim f works. 
Fix X E K of order type o,, and let X be the set of limit points of X which are 
also limit points of CsUpx. X is clearly closed unbounded in sup X. For 6 E X let 
6 = min(N fl K - 6), where N = U {N,: x E [Xl<“} (of course l_J f “[Xl<, = N fl 
K). If 6 = 6 on a set closed unbounded in sup X then we are done, so suppose 
otherwise. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. The set S = { 6 E X: 6 is regular} is stationary in sup X. Then we can 
find S, = { 6 E S: 6 E A,} stationary for some n. But now if 6 E S, is a limit point 
of S,, we have 6 G sup{ E: E E S,} < h(6) < 6, and h(6) E N, contradicting mini- 
mality of 6. 
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Case 2. Otherwise, i.e., the set T = (6 E x: 6 < 6 and 6 is singular} is 
stationary in sup X. This case is similar to Case 1, but rather more complicated, 
so we begin with some notation. 
Let us consider the following operation D’ on a set D c_ K of limit order type. If 
tp D is regular let D’ = D; otherwise say (Y = tp D and let E: cc--, D be the 
order-preserving bijection. Let D’ = JPC, in this case. Thus we may define Cz, 
IZ < o, for a < K, a singular, limit, by Co, = C,, Cz+l= (Cz)‘. 
Lemma 4.3. For 6 E T, 6 is a limit point of Ci for all n < w. 
Proof. Suppose 6 is not a limit point of Ci. Then 6 < min(C! - 6) < 6 = sup Cg, 
and if E is any element of X such that max(Ci rl6) < 5 < 6, then min(C2, - 6) = 
min(Cz - c) E N, contradicting the definition of 6. 0 
Now since tp Cz+l s tp C”, it is clear that if 6 is singular then Ci+l= Cl, for 
some n = n(6). If Ci’“’ is countable then S E C’,‘6’ E N and we clearly have 6 E N 
so 6 = 6, contradiction. Thus tp C:‘6’ must be regular, say Ag, and A6 > o. 
Lemma 4.4. If dl, d2 E T, 6, < a2 and n(6,) = n(6,) = n then Ci, = 6, II Ci2. 
Proof. Note that by Lemma 4.3 it is easy to see inductively that C”, = 6 II C: for 
all 6 E T and all n < w. Since 6,, a2 are limit points of CsUPx we also have 
CB, = 6r fl Cg,. Hence Ci, = 6, fl Cz, = a1 tl Ci2. Thus if Y is the maximal ordinal 
such that Y fl Cll,, = Y tl Czz then 6 ,~~~6,and~~N,sobyminimalityof8,we 
have Y = 6,. This establishes the lemma. 0 
Now clearly there are m, n < o such that T,, = { 6 E T: hb E A,, n(d) = n} is 
stationary in sup X. Hence there must be 6 E T,, such that 6 is also a limit point 
of T,,. By the definition of the function h, we have A, < h(A,) for all E E T,,,,, 
E < 6. Hence the h(&)-th element c of Ci must satisfy 6 G 5 < 6, again a 
contradiction since 6 E N. (Note that 6 = sup{sup C:: E E T,,, E < S} by Lemma 
4.4.) This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
We shall see later, in Theorem 5.8, that Theorem 4.1 is best possible. If, 
however, we assume a little more 0, we can get Q,(K) for a few more cardinals. 
Suppose s & K. Let s* = {(u: a a limit ordinal, S tl (Y not stationary in a}. By 
O(S) let us denote the assertion that there is (C,: (Y E S*) such that (3) holds and 
also 
(4) for all (Y E S*, C, n S = 0. 
Beller and Litman [5] showed that if V = L then Cl(S) always holds. 
Recall that K is weakly 2-Mahlo iff {(Y < K: a is weakly Mahlo} is stationary in 
K. 
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Theorem 4.5. Suppose K is less than the first weakly 2-Mahlo cardinal. If both 
O(K) and q ({m< K: a is regular}) hold, then Q,(K) holds also. 
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. It is easy to find a 
decomposition (A,: n < w ) of {A < K: )3 Mahlo} so that no A, contains any of its 
. limit points. Let (C,. a! singular) witness O(K) and (D,: cx E S*) witness O(S) 
where s = {(Y < K: a regdar} . 
We include ((m, D,): (Y E S*) in the structure before defining N,. The rest of 
the proof divides into three cases. If (6: 6 is Mahlo} is stationary we are done as 
in Case 1 before. Suppose T = (6: 6 is regular but not Mahlo} is stationary. 
Choose &, d2 E T so that 6,, & are limit points of DsUPX and note as before that 
if 6, < 6, then Da, = 6, rl D6, and Dgl = 6i fl D,, for i = 1, 2. Since 6, is regular 
we cannot have D,, = 6, n DA,. Thus if 5 is maximal with 6 rl De, = E rl D,, then 
6, G E < 6, and g E N, a contradiction. 
Finally, if (6: 6 is singular} is stationary, we use the C”, as before to obtain As. 
Now we must ask whether A6 is Mahlo and divide this case into two subcases 
accordingly. If (6: A6 is Mahlo} is stationary we proceed as in the previous 
proof. Otherwise for some n, T = { 6 E x: A6 non-Mahlo, n(6) = n} is stationary. 
In this case, for 6 E T define CE+l = n“D*& where Ed: Ad --, Cll, is an order- 
preserving bijection. Do the same for Ci+l, i.e., let Cz+l= &‘Dn where 
JG : LY+ C”, is an order-preserving bijection (of course cr will not be regular). Then 
S is still a limit point of CE+l. Thus if S1, 6, E T, 6, < 6,, 6,, & limit points of 
C supXn DsUPX, then C;:’ = S, n C$:*, C”,,+’ = aj fl Car”, i = 1, 2, but we cannot 
have CS:’ = 6, n Ci:’ so we are done as in the second case above. tl 
Clearly there are further improvements that can be made in Theorem 4.5. For 
example, it appears that Q,(K) will hold if K is less than the first w,-Mahlo 
cardinal, O(K) and q (SE) hold for SE = {LY < K: LY is <-Mahlo but not (5 + l)- 
Mahlo}, where c < wl. We do not know how much further this can be carried, 
but we remark again that Magidor [ 111 has shown that if V = L then Ql(~) holds 
for all K. 
Let us also observe that subsequent results will show that Theorem 4.5 is best 
possible in that it need not hold for the first 2-Mahlo. 
For Q, we need the following well-known fact. 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose 0, holds and (C,: LY < K+, LY limit) witnesses that fact. 
Then there exists (f& ct! < K+, (Y limit) such that f& LY-+ K is one-to-one and if 6 is 
a limit point of C, then fp = fe r 6. 
Proof. Fix a bijection o: K X K- K. It will Suffice to define f=: a+ K X K instead, 
for then afa will work. For fi, y < K+ fix h,,: {E: fi =z E < y} + K one-one. Now 
for cy limit let 5 < (Y and let p = max(C,n (5 + l)), y = min(C, - (5 + 1)). 
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Define 
fa(5) = (tP(C=” (5 + 1)) G(5)). 
Theorem 4.7. Suppose K > X,, and O(K) holds. Then Qz(~) holds. 
Proof. We argue by induction on K. By results of Prikry and Solovay we know 
q IA holds for all A < K, and by Theorem 4.1, Q,(A) holds for all 3, G K. 
If K is limit then cf K = o so the construction is easy. Let (K,: n < CO) be cofinal 
in K, and let gn:[~,,lim+ [K,J<~ witness Qz(~n). Define g:[~]<~+ [K]“” by 
g(x) = U {g,(x): x c K,}. If X c K has order type w1 then X G K, for some n and 
we are done by the properties of g,. 
Suppose K = A’. Let g, witness Q,(n) and let f witness Ql(~). Fix x E [K]‘” 
and suppose a E f”[~]‘~ is limit. Let z,(x) =f;‘(lJ gy[fz(x n cu)]‘“). Now let 
g(x) = U {z,(x): a E~“[x]<~, a limit}. 
We claim g witnesses Q,(K). Suppose X E K has order type wl. Let p = sup X 
and choose Y G X such that f, is order-preserving on Y and Y is uncountable. By 
inductive hypothesis there is uncountable 2 ,f“Y such that every initial segment 
of 2 is contained in g*(y) for some y E [&‘,‘Y]<“. Now let W be an initial segment 
of f;‘(Z). Fix y E [Y]<w so that f“W ~g~ffry). Since Ql(~) holds, there is 
x E [x]<o such that f(x) = (Y is a limit point of C, and lies above every element of 
W U y. We claim W E g(x U y). Now fo: = f, 1 a so fm and f, agree on Q U y. Thus 
f:W c gk(f:y) so W cf i’(gh(fZy)) c z&x U y) s g(x U y), as desired. 0 
Note that the successor case of the induction does not depend on the 
assumption that K < x,,. We have been unable to show that the requirement that 
K < X,, is essential. 
5. q-remarkable cardinals, Chang’s Conjecture, and closed unbounded sets 
A cardinal K is wErd6s if for any regressive f : [K]<~-+ K (i.e., f(x) < minx 
whenever min x > 0) and any closed unbounded C E K there is I E C of order type 
a such that Vn < of is constant on [I]“. If (Y is a limit ordinal then the least 
cardinal K such that K+ (cu)“~ is cu-Erdiis. See [2]. 
There is a model-theoretic equivalent of cu-Erdiis as well. A cardinal is a-Erdiis 
iff for any structure %?l of countable similarity type with universe K, endowed with 
Skolem functions, and for any closed unbounded C c K, there is I c C of order 
type IX such that I is a set of indiscernibles for 2l and in addition I is remarkable, 
i.e., whenever LYE, . . . , cu,, . . . , a,, and pi, . . . , fin are increasing sequences from 
Z with LY,_~ <pi, r is a term and r”(crO, . . . , an) < cwi then 
?((Y”, . . . ) ~~) = Z~(cU,, . . . ) ai_l, pi, . . . ) pn). 
This fact is well-known. See [6]. 
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We might remark that by judicious choice of the closed unbounded set C we 
may assume also that the set Z of indiscernibles above is cojinal, i.e., whenever 
cu,, . . . , cu, is an increasing sequence of elements of Z and r is a term then 
r”(ao, . . . ) q-1) <a,. 
Suppose % is a structure (of countable similarity type) with universe K, 
endowed with Skolem functions. For each K < o let fk be given so that fk : K~ --, K 
for some n < o (n may depend on k). We say I G K is remarkable for 2X and the fk 
if for any (Y E H’,(Z), the Skolem hull of Z in 3, there is k < w and increasing 
aou,, . . . , a,-, from Z SO that (Y = fk(ao, . . . , a,-,) and if Cui-, G (Y < pi then for 
any increasing pi, . . . , /?n_1 from Z with a;_, <pi we have LY = 
fk(aO, . . . 2 &i--l7 Pi, . . . 7 /3n_1) and Q: < /Ii. We say a cardinal K is a-remarkable 
iff for any 5?l as above there exist fk as above so that for any closed unbounded 
C c K there is Z G C of order type (Y such that Z contains none of its limit points 
and Z is remarkable for ‘2x and the fk. 
It is clear that if K is a-Erdiis then it is a-remarkable. 
Let us denote by CC(K) the following version of Chang’s Conjecture: If ‘?I is a 
structure (with countable similarity type) with universe K, and A. < K, then there is 
N < ‘3 such that JNI = o, and N n A. is countable. Thus CC(o,) is ordinary 
Chang’s Conjecture. 
Proposition 5.1. If K is q-remarkable then CC(K) holds and Ql(~) fails. 
Proof. First we deal with CC(K). Fix. A < K and YI with universe K. Let the fk be 
as in the definition of o,-remarkable. Let C = K - A and let Z c C be of order 
type o, and remarkable for 2l and the fk. Then IH”‘(Z)) = w,. We claim H”‘(Z) fl )c 
countable. 
l(@“, . . . , 
Suppose Ly E H”‘(Z) r-l h. Then (3k)(3cx0, . . . , an_,) a = 
an_,) and since Z G K - A we must have cr = fk(po, . . . , /I$-,) for any 
increasing PO, . . . , fin-, from 1. Hence (Y depends only on k so there are only 
countably many such a, and CC(K) holds. A similar argument will show that 
H”‘(Z) has order type w, as well. 
Now suppose f : [K] co- K. Let $2 be a structure with universe K such that 
f 1 [K]” is definable in 2?l for each n. Fix the fk appropriate for $21 and let Z G K be 
any set containing none of its limit points such that Z is remarkable for %?l and the 
fk. We claim H”(Z) contains no limit point of I. Let cr E H”‘(Z), and suppose (Y is a 
limit point of 1. Let a = fK(ao, . . . , a_,), a;_, s (Y < (y,, with all the a, E 1. Since 
(Y cannot be in I, a;_, < LY < ai. But now if pi, . . . , /In-, is an increasing sequence 
from Z with /3; = min{p E I: a,_, c/3}, then (Y = fk(qp, . . . , a;_,, pi, . . . , pa_,) 
and (Y < pi. Hence (Y lies between consecutive members of I, contradiction. But 
now f“[Z]<w E H”(Z) so QI(~) fails. Cl 
The remainder of this section is devoted to showing how generic modifications 
of o,-Erdiis cardinals answer some of the questions raised earlier in the paper. 
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We begin with a fairly general construction that will keep K w,-remarkable in 
the generic extension. 
For the rest of this section assume K is an o,-Erd& cardinal. 
Let us call a partial ordering P Easton-like if there are partial orderings Q,, 
(Y<K, such that lQ,l<Kand 
(1) Vp E Pp is a function with domain p z K and Vcu E dom pp(a) E Q,, 
(2) Vp E P VA < K if A is strongly inaccessible then IA rl dompl < A, 
(3) Vp,q~Pp<qiffdomp~domqandVa~domqp(a)cq(a), 
(4) Vp, qEPif (Va~domp ndomq)p(a)=q(a) thenp Uqe P, 
(5) tlp~PVa<~p rcu~Pandp r(~-cr)~P. 
As we shall see, many standard orderings are Easton-like. Note that since K is 
Mahlo any Easton-like P must have the K-chain condition. 
Let P,={p ]a:p~P}, P”={p ](K-a):p~P}. Then P=P,xPS 
A subset A of a partial ordering P is centered if every finite subset of A has a 
lower bound in P. We say P is strongly u-centered if every centered subset of P of 
cardinality <p has a lower bound in P. 
Theorem 5.2. Let K be w,-Erd6s. If P is Easton-like and either P is strongly 
w,-closed or else P is countably closed and jdom p 1 s o for all p E P, then It-, K is 
o,-remarkable. 
Proof. We may assume that each Q, E V,, so P c V,. Let $1 be a term for a 
structure with universe K, endowed with Skolem functions. Let 
where < is a well-ordering of V, (so Skolem functions are definable in ‘93), # 
ranges over all formulas of the language of air, and 11, is the relation 
{(P, oou,, * * * 7 c&l): P IF 3 b #(a,, . . . ) an-J’}. 
Let cfk: k < o) enumerate all functions of the form f : K* -+ K definable in 58. 
Since P has the K-chain condition, every closed unbounded subset of K in VP 
must contain a closed unbounded set from V. Let C G K be closed unbounded. 
Let Z c C be a cofinal remarkable set of indiscernibles for !.!3 with order type 
wi. By standard arguments we may assume that if j3 E I then /3 is Mahlo and 
Va < p Q, E V,. In particular, I contains none of its limit points. We will show 
that in VpZ contains a set of order type o1 remarkable for % and the fk. 
For X E Z we say G is P-generic over H*(X) if G c P fl H”(X) is a filter 
meeting every dense subset of P lying in H@(X). If p E P we say p is 
P,HB(X)-generic if G = {q E P rl HB(X): p s q} is P-generic over H”(X). If 
(Y E HB(X) then similar notions may be defined with P replaced by P,. 
Lemma 5.3. Let G be P-generic over V. In V[G] suppose J z I is uncountable and 
G n H%(J) is P-generic over H%(J). Then J is remarkable for $I and the fk. 
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Proof. Let CY E H’(J). Then there exist a Skolem term t and PO, . . . , pm-1 E .I 
with a = r(BO, . . . , pm-l). But since G n H%(J) is P-generic over HB(J) there 
must be p E G n H%(J) so that for some (Y’, p It t(&, . . . , /3,-J = a’, and 
clearly a’ = (Y. Say p = p(yo, . . . , yr-i) where yO, . . . , yr-i E J. But now clearly 
(Y is definable in 23 from PO, _ . . , Pm_, , yO, . . . , ‘/r-1) so for some k, a = 
fk(% . . . t (Y,-~) where ao, . . . , an_, enumerates the pi and yj in increasing 
order. Since fk is definable in 23 we are now done since J is remarkable for 93. 0 
Thus our primary goal is to find J E I as in the hypothesis of Lemma 5.3. We 
work in V. 
Let f = {X s I: X is countable and has no last element}. For X, Y E F put 
X < Y if X is a proper initial segment of Y. 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose X, Y E F, X < Y and @ = min(Y - X). if G is P-generic 
over H%(X) then G is PO-generic ouer HB(Y). 
Proof. Let D E H%(Y) be dense in Ps. Let E E H”(Y) be a maximal antichain in 
D. Say E = z((u,, . . . , cu,, /3,, ..., 6”) where (Y,EX, pjcY-X and &,=p. 
Since p is Mahlo and Va < /3 Q, E V, we know E E Va by the P-chain condition 
for PO. We may arrange the well-ordering < in 93 so that it induces a bijection 
between /3 and Vs for every inaccessible /3. Thus by remarkability 
E= r(ao, . . . 9 am, LY,+I, . . . , a;n+n+d~H%, 
where LY,+~, . . . , G+~+I are elements of X lying above cu,. It is easy to see that 
E is maximal in P, for if p E P some q E E is compatible with p r p, hence with p. 
Since G is P-generic over HP(X) we know G tl E # 0. Hence G is PO-generic 
over Hw(Y). 0 
Lemma 5.5. Suppose X, Y E F, X < Y and G is P-generic over H%(X). Then 
there is H 2 G such that H is P-generic over H%(Y). 
Proof. Let 6 = min(Y - X). By Lemma 5.4, G is PO-generic over H*(Y). Now 
H%(Y)[G] is countable so there is G’ which is PB-generic over HB(Y)[G]. But 
the bijection between PB x PB and P carries G X G’ onto a set H as desired. Cl 
Lemma 5.6. Suppose for all n E w: X, E F, G, is P-generic over H*(X,), 
X” <X,+1 and G,, E G,,,,. Then U {G,,: n E w} is P-generic over H%(lJ {Xn: n E 
WI). 
Proof. Trivial. Cl 
Using Lemmas 5.4-5.6 it is straightforward to find G E P fl H*(Z) such that G 
is P-generic over HB(Z). If P is strongly w2-closed then, since G is centered, there 
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is p E P with p c q for all q E G. Hence 
p II “the P-generic set G satisfies G fl HB(Z) is P-generic over HB(Z)“, 
and we are done in this case. If we only know that P is countably closed and 
every p E P has Idompl c w we must work a little harder. 
Lemma 5.7. Suppose P is countably closed and ldom p 1 s w for all p E P. Zf X E F 
and p is P, H’(X)-generic then 3q sp 3Y E FX =C Y and q is P, H%(Y)-generic. 
Proof. Since Idompl c cr) we can find Y E F so that X < Y and (domp) n 
H%(Y) E H”(X). By Lemma 5.5 there is H 2 G = {q E P rl H%(X): p s q} such 
that H is P-generic over HB(Y). 
Let p=min(Y-X). If qeH then q IPEG so pcq 16. Since (domq)n 
(K - /3) s H%(Y) - H%(X) we have p U q 1 (K - p) E P. Moreover, H is directed 
so we can find (qn: n < CO) so that qn E H, qn+l s q,, and Vq E H 3n q,, < q. But 
now (P Uq, 1 (K-P): n< w > is a descending sequence in P so there is q with 
qcpuq, I(K-@)f or all n. This completes the proof. 0 
Now by Lemmas 5.7 and 5.6 it is easy to see that if G is P-generic over V, then 
in V[G] there is (Xs: EC oi) so that Vg 3p E Pp is P, HB(XE)-generic, 
X, s X,+1 and if 5 is limit then X, = lJ {X,: n <E}. Let J = lJ {XC: ,$‘< oi}. 
Then G n HB(.Z) is P-generic over H%(J) and J is uncountable. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 0 
Theorem 5.8. Suppose K is or,-Erd&. Then there are partial orderings PI, P2, P3 
such that for each i, It, K is w,-remarkable and 
(a) 11, K is the least Mahlo cardinal, 
(b) It, K is the least 2-Mahlo cardinal, 
(c) It, K is 02. 
Proof. (a) If (Y < K is Mahlo, let Q, be the standard ordering for destroying 
Mahloness. I.e., Qa consists of all closed bounded subsets of (Y containing no 
regular cardinals, and Q, is ordered by end-extension. Let PI = {p: tla E domp (Y 
is Mahlo and p(a) E Q, and for all inaccessible /3 < K Ip fl dom p I < p}. 
(b) Let P2 be just like PI except that now Q, is defined only for 2-Mahlo (Y, 
and Q, consists of all closed bounded subsets of a containing no Mahlo cardinals. 
(c) Let P3 be the standard Levy collapse of K to w2. Let Q, consist of all 
countable functions mapping a subset of w1 into (Y and let p E Q, iff Idompl c o 
and Va E domp p(a) E Q,. 
It is easy to see that all these orderings are Easton-like. 0 
Remarks. (1) If O(K) holds originally then it remains true after ‘forcing with PI 
and P2. If q l({cu < K: CT is non-Mahlo}) holds then it is preserved by P2. Thus 
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Theorems 4.1 and 4.5 cannot be improved. There is a brief discussion of the 
Cl-principles in the next section. 
(2) Theorem 5.8(c) yields a consistency proof of Chang’s Conjecture different 
from the original one, due to Silver and never published (but see [8]), which used 
the Silver collapse over a model of Martin’s Axiom. This argument should be 
compared with Shelah’s rather roundabout argument in [12] that in the Levy 
collapse of a measurable cardinal to o2 Chang’s Conjecture is true. The fact that 
Chang’s Conjecture holds in the ordinary Levy collapse of an w,-Erdiis cardinal 
was proved independently by the author and by Donder and Levinski. The 
present argument contains elements of both proofs. 
(3) The Silver collapse uses the same Q,‘s as 5, the Levy collapse, but we 
allow ldompl = o, provided there is 6 < w, such that Vo E dom p dom(p(cY)) E 
5. As stated, Theorem 5.2 does not apply to the Silver collapse, but the proof can 
easily be made to work. The’ set G G P fl H”(I) discussed after Lemma 5.6 
satisfies U G E P since 1lJ GI = wi while if 5 = w, n H”(I) then dom(p(cu)) G ,$’ 
for all p E G. Thus the application of Martin’s Axiom in Silver’s original proof is 
unnecessary even when the Silver collapse is used. 
(4) By strengthening slightly the requirement on rc we can weaken the 
requirement on P in Theorem 5.2. A game cardinal (see [7]) is a cardinal K such 
that player II has a winning strategy for the following game on any structure 2I 
with universe K. Let a closed unbounded set C c K be given. The game lasts o, 
moves, and at the &th move player I plays an ordinal LY;, < K while player II 
responds with a set I, s C - oE of order type w such that lJ {I,: 716 E} is a 
remarkable set of indiscernibles for 3. If K is a game cardinal and P is a 
countably closed Easton-like ordering, then Itp K is o,-remarkable. The proof 
uses a modification of Lemma 5.7 where a winning strategy for player II 
substitutes for the use of ldompl < w in choosing Y and then q. Details arc left to 
the reader. 
We have already observed in Theorem 3.7 that if Q,( w3) holds there is a closed 
unbounded C s [o~]<~* such that every x E S(W*, 0,; w, w,) is uniquely deter- 
mined by x fl w2 and sup(x n 03). We know from Theorem 5.2 that if K is 
o,-Erd& and K is collapsed to o3 with the usual Levy collapse then Q1(03) is 
false. In fact we can do rather better; that is the goal of the next theorem. 
If c E [w3]+ is closed unbounded then there is g : [ o~]<~-, [03]102 such that 
for all y E [w~]<~* lJ {g(x): x E [y]<“} c C. Just define g(x) by induction on 1x1 so 
that (Y E g{ cr} E C and if 1x1= it + 1 then g(x) E C and g(x) 2 U {g(y): y E [xl”}. 
Theorem 5.9. Assume GCH, and let K be an o,-Erd& cardinal. Then there is a 
partial ordering P such that in VP K = I+ and the following is true: If g : [03]+“+- 
[4- then there is T E [ 0~1~’ and a tree ordering <= of T so that (T, cT) has 
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height w1 and 2”’ uncountable branches, if b is any uncountable branch then 
oznUg“[b]<“=w,nIJg“[T]‘” and 
sup(o, n U g“[b]<“) = sup(03 n lJ g“[ T]<“), 
and if c #b is another uncountable branch then c rl Ug“[b]‘” = c n b. In 
particular, every closed unbounded C E [L@“~ must have cardinal@ o,O’. 
Moreover, we may arrange 2” = A. and 2”’ = p where A and p are arbitrary with 
Asp, CfA>W) cfp>cO1. 
Proof. First we verify that, with the exception of the ‘moreover’ clause, Theorem 
5.9 holds when P is the standard Levy collapse of K to 03. In this case the tree T 
will be a complete binary tree of height oi. Suppose that in VP, g : [o_+]+“+ 
[%I-* is given. Let 5?l= ( 03, R,),,, where R,(P, mo, . . . , CX~_,) holds iff 
B l g{ao, . . . , CU,__~}. Let 5% be a P-name for 3. 
Now we work in V. Form % from ‘$I as in the proof of Theorem 5.2. Let C E K 
be closed unbounded so that whenever t is a term of ‘?X? and mou,, . . . , a;, are 
increasing and from C, then r((yg, . . . , a,_J < an (provided t(ao, . . . , a~~-~) is 
an ordinal). Let Z E C be a remarkable set of indiscernibles for Q3 with order type 
or. Let <, be such that (I, <,) is a complete binary tree of height q and if 
cu, /3EZand a<,/3 then n</3. 
Fix an uncountable branch b. c I. We know by the proof of Theorem 5.2 that 
there is G(b,) c P rl HB(b,) such that G(b,) is P-generic over H%(b,). Now let c 
be any uncountable branch through I. Then there is an order-preserving bijection 
n: bo+ c. Let 
G(c) = {r(n(ab), . . . , .n(t~~_~)): z a term, ao, . . . , an-, E bo, 
~(~0, . . . 9 LI) E G(bo)). 
Let G(Z) = lJ {G( c : c is an uncountable branch through Z}. ) 
Lemma 5.10. G(Z) is centered. 
Proof. Suppose pi E G(cJ, i = 0, . . . , n - 1. If pi corresponds to Pi E G(b,) then, 
since G(b,) is a filter, there is S E G(b,) such that 4 <pi for all i. If qi E G(ci) 
corresponds to cf then it suffices to check that qi and qi are compatible for all i and 
Z. But since the elements of G(ci) and G(cj) correspond to one another in the 
same way that the elements of G(b,) correspond to those of G(c), where c is any 
uncountable branch, it will suffice to show that if 3t: bo+ c and ao, . . . , LY,_~ E b. 
then t(ao, . . . , a;t_l) and r(n((yg), . . . , Jd(a,_l)) are compatible. Let p = 
~(~0, . . . , an-J, p’ = z(n(ab), . . . , .n(a,_,)). Since ldompl c ol, if a E domp 
then a is definable in !8 from parameters in w1 U {ao, . . . , CU,-~}. Say (Y = 
o(Eo, . . . 3 &n-1, wuo, . . . I an-l). Let i be such that X(aj) = ffj for i < i, n(aj) = 
fij $ b. for Z 3 i. If R E dom p’ also then clearly (Y < q so 
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by indiscernibility and remarkability of I. But now it is easy to see that 
p(a) =~‘(a), so we are done. q 
Since the Levy ordering is strongly 02-closed we have p = A G(Z) E P. Let G 
be P-generic over V with p E G. We work in V[G]. If c is any uncountable branch 
through Z (note no new ones are added by forcing with P) then we know that for 
any x E [cl’” g(x) E Hm(c), so the conclusion of Theorem 5.9 follows immediately 
by indiscernibility. Of course we need not have g(x) 5 H%(c) but by indiscer- 
nibility that does not matter. 
Now suppose P has the form PI x P2 where PI is the Levy collapse and P2 
adjoins ZA Cohen subsets of ol. Then, by CH, P2 has the w,-chain condition in 
Vs so if g: [w$~+ [w3]<02 and g E VP then there is h E Vs, h: [cI+]+“+ 
[WY and g(x) c h(x) for all x E [o,]‘“. Let (I, <,) E Vs be as in the argument 
above, but for h instead of g. Then P2 adds p uncountable branches through I, 
and if c* is any such branch then G(c*) c G(Z) = lJ {G(c): c an uncountable 
branch through I, c E VP]}. But now we get the same conclusions as before. 
Finally, to get 2” = A we may add A Cohen reals after forcing with PI x Pz. 
Further details are left to the reader. Cl 
Remark. Note the degree to which this argument is parallel to the proof that if 
c c [co*]-’ is closed unbounded then C must have cardinality 020. Thus a very 
natural question concerns the generalization to the next step: what happens with 
S(% 0s; u, 01, a ? In view of the parallels with Chang’s Conjecture, one 
might expect to use huge cardinal collapses as in [lo] to get the analogue of 
Theorem 5.9. Note that if this is to happen then not only must Q1(ws) fail, but 
Qz(w4) must fail as well. That suggests that if wg is obtained by collapsing a large 
cardinal, it may be necessary to obtain o4 in that manner also. Of course that is 
the way huge cardinal collapses work. Unfortunately we have not been able to 
obtain any useful generalization of Theorem 5.9 to the next step. 
6. Erdiis cardinals, reverse Easton forcing, and O-principles 
In order to complete the consistency results of Section 5, we must observe that 
the principles O(K) and O(S), where s = {a, < K: a is regular}, are consistent 
with K w,-Erdiis. Now an Erdiis cardinal remains Erdiis in the core model K and 
the ‘usual’ Cl-principles may be expected to hold there as well. In [6, Lemma 
17.251 it is stated but not proved that Cl, (our q (K+)) holds in K for all K, and it 
is remarked that “stronger O-principles and morasses are available as well”. 
Unfortunately we do not know of a more complete reference for these results. 
In this section we take a rather different approach to this consistency problem. 
We show that the cY-Erdiis property is preserved by a fairly wide class of reverse 
Easton forcings, including those used to make O(K) and O(S) true. It is possible 
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that these results are known, but again we do not know of a published reference 
for them. 
Suppose P is a partial ordering and (Y is an ordinal. The a-game on P is the 
game which two players, Player I and Player II, alternate in choosing elements of 
a descending a-sequence (ps: c < (Y) of elements of P. Player I begins but Player 
II goes first at limit ordinals. If at any point during the game one of the players 
does not have a legal move (so at stage E we must have A {p?: 9 < 5) = 0) then 
Player I is declared the winner; otherwise, i.e., if the game proceeds without 
incident for a moves, Player II is the winner. We say P is strategically K-closed if 
for every a < K Player II has a winning strategy in the &game on P. 
Clearly, if P is K-closed it is strategically K-closed. Note that if P is strategically 
K-closed then so is B(P), the complete Boolean algebra containing a dense copy 
of P. This observation will be useful later in this section. Also, if P is strategically 
K-closed then forcing with P adds no new sets of ordinals of cardinality <K. 
Until further notice assume that K-is y-Erdiis, where o < y < K. The case 
y = K, i.e., K Ramsey, must be handled a little differently, and we are primarily 
interested in y = w1 in any case. 
Let us consider a typical reverse Easton iteration of length K + 1. Suppose a set 
D E {a S K: a is regular} is specified, and for a E D suppose (ia is a term such 
that 
(1) It pm 0, is a strategically a-closed partial ordering, with l&l < K if a < K, 
where P, consists of all functions p such that domp c D and for all strongly 
inaccessible p < K ly fl dompl < p, and Va E domp It, p(a) E 0,. (Of course 
the P, must be defined by induction on a, but this is standard.) For p, q E P, we 
set p sq iff dom q c domp and V/3 E domqp r /? Itp(@) ~q(/3). Note that if 
/3<cuandpEP,thenp ~PEP~. 
If G is P ,+,-generic then Va c K + 1 G, = {p r (Y: p E G} is Pm-generic and G 
also determines H, for (Y ED so that V[Gm+J = V[G,][H,] and V[G,][H,] kfi, is 
&-generic over V[GLy], where fi, is a name for H,. 
Let us also assume that there is closed unbounded C, E K such that 
(2) if cu, /!I E (C, II D) U {K} and (Y < p then in VP0 0, is a substructure of 0, 
and3qe&qs/j&; 
(3) V/3e(COnD)U{K} if p is a limit point of Co fl D then in VP6 0, = 
U{&:adqump}; 
(4) D is a y-ErdBs subset of K, i.e., if C is closed unbounded and f : [K]<~+ K 
is regressive then there is X s C fl D such that X is of order type y and f is 
constant on [Xl” for each n. 
Requirements (l)-(4) are not particularly strong. For example, if D = {(Y c 
K: LY is regular} and 0, is the ordering for adding a Cohen subset of (Y with 
conditions of cardinality <(Y, then (l)-(4) are satisfied. 
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Theorem 6.1. Suppose K is y-Erdiis, where o S y < K. Zf Pk+, satisfies (l)-(4) 
above then in VpK” K remains y-Erd6s. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, by (1) we may assume that if /3 E Co U {K} then 
Vn E D II /? It, j&.1 < j3. Also, since for p E PK+, we have )p rl dompl < p for all 
inaccessible p, it follows in standard fashion that if p E Co U {K} is Mahlo, then 
P, has the ,u-chain condition. 
For a < K we may put PK+l =P,*P”where P”={p-(p ~cu):p~P,+~} and 
in V” the ordering on P” is given by qO<ql iff 3p~G,pUq,SpUq,. By 
analogy with the corresponding result for cu-closure, (1) yields 
Lemma 6.2. For LY < K if a is a cardinal then in VP,+’ it is true that Pa+’ is 
strategically a+-closed. 
Of course a result like 6.2 holds also for & an ordinal. All this is standard. 
Lemma 6.3. Suppose a is a Mahlo limit point of C, fl D. Zf (4: 5 < a} is a 
sequence of open dense subsets of P,,, then there is q E Pa+’ such that for any E 
and any p E P,+I, ifpSqandpEDgthenp r(cu+l)Uq~D~. 
Proof. Since IY is Mahlo, 1 P,lc a, and by (3) [Pa+, 1 c (Y as well. Let (r-E: 4 < (Y) 
enumerate P,+ I. LetZ!&={p-(p r(&+l)):pEDEandp I(&+1)sr7}.Then 
in VP*+’ E,, is dense in Pa+‘. By Lemma 6.2, It,+, 3q 4 E n {EE,,: E, 9 < a}. 
This q works. q 
Now suppose f and C are P,+,-terms so that 
IF,+, f : [Kl’” ---f K is regressive and C E K is closed unbounded. 
Choose il> K, il regular, with PK+,, f, C E H(A), th e collection of sets hereditarily 
of cardinality <A. (Here A = K+ will do.) Let 
‘a = (H(A), E, <, PK,,,f? a 
where < is a well ordering that endows $21 with definable Skolem functions. Let 
(a a: IX < K) be an increasing continuous sequence of elementary substructures of 
5Y of cardinality <rc, and let C = { cx: 2l, n K = a}, Then C is closed unbounded 
so we may find Z c C n Co fl D - (y + l), Z of order type y, Z a remarkable set of 
indiscernibles for ‘?I. We may also assume that Z is cofinal in the sense that for any 
Skolem term r and any increasing sequence ffo, . . . I a;, from I, if 
r(% . . . > LY,_J < K then t((~g, . . . , CX~_~) < an. Standard results show that each 
LY E Z is a Mahlo limit point of C n C,, n D. 
We seek p E P,,, so that p Itf is constant on [I]” for each n, and p IF Z 5 C. Let 
us write p 11 f(x) to mean that for some 71, p +f(x) = 17. 
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First, by induction on n we define p*(x), p(x) E P,,, where x = 
{%, . . . 7 (Y,_~} c I. We sometimes write p((~,,, . . . , cu,-,) instead of p(x). In the 
construction of p(x) below, a number of choices have to be made. If the choices 
are all made with respect to the well ordering < of !?l then p(x) will be uniformly 
definable in 5?l from ao, . . . , an-l. By indiscernibility and remarkability this 
means that if p(x) Ikj‘(x) = Q, p(y) Ikf(y) = q,,, and 1x1 = lyl then nX = tl,,. 
For each /I E D fix a &-term ofl for Player II’s winning strategy in the w-game 
on a,. 
We will define p*(x) and p(x) so that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(5) P(X) II.@); 
(6) if x by but x fy then p(y) cp*(y) cp(x); 
(7) if a; p E x, a < /A then p(x) (/3) s /j ci,. 
Moreover, if x = {(Ye, cu,-i} and xi = {(u,, . . . , ai} then we will also have: 
(8) VP > a1 p(a1, . . . 9 %-I)(B) =P(x)m 
(9) V.a E 1~~0 U ~1~~ W <P(X) if 4 II f<z> then p(x)A\(q 1 (cu, + 1)) II j(z); 
(10) VP s 1yi p(x) r b forces that the sequence 
Pam Ph)(Ph * . . 1 P*(xn-J(P), PGn-I)(P) 
is a partial play in the w-game on & in which Player II follows the 
strategy tip. 
In (10) not all the elements p*(x,)(/3), p(x,)(p) may be defined since /3 may not 
be in the domain of the appropriate condition, but once p*(xi)(p) is defined it 
will be defined at each subsequent point, so there is no problem. 
First suppose II = 1 so x = {cK~}. Let pi(x) be the condition with domain {K} so 
that Pi = A I&,. Using Lemma 6.3, find p*(x) <pi(x) so that p2(x) E I’““+’ 
and (9) holds when p(x) is replaced by p*(x). Choose p*(x) up&) so that 
p*(x) [If(x). Let p(x) =p*(x). (Note (8) and (10) do not apply for n = 1.) 
Now suppose it > 1. First we seek p 1(x) s p ( y) for all y z x, y # x. 
Case 1: 1x1=2. DefinepI so thatp,(x)(P)=p(ao)(/3) for /3< (rl,pl(x)(al) = 
p(ab)(~) E da, (by indiscernibility) and pi(x)(p) =~(a,)@) for p > al. By 
indiscernibility p(ao)(ao) =p(cul)(al), and plh) r Cab + 1) I~P(~~)(~~) E k,. 
Hence 
PI(X) 1 a1 I~Pl(x)(al) ‘P(“o)(K) s A f%Y” ~P(~oo)(~ol =P(al)(4 
so pi(x) sp(q). Also, since p(q) 1 K Itp(a,)(lc-) s /j I&, and pi(x) r (a, + 1) 11 
P((Yo)(K) E 8,, we have 
/‘l(x) 1 KI’-PI(X)(K) =P(d(K) sP(ao)(K) 
so pi(x) sp(cuo) as well. 
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Case 2: IxI>2. Let x = {a,, . . . , an-,}, x’ = {a,, (Y*, . . . , ay,_l}, and y’ = 
{a,), al,. . . 9 cxn-2}. Define p,(x) so that for fi > (pi pi(x)(p) =p(x’)(p) and for 
Ps ai pi(x)(P) =P(Y’)(B). BY (6) ‘t 1 will suffice to check that p,(x)<p(y) 
wheneverysxandlyl=n-1. 
Suppose y =x’. Since p,(x) r a0 =p(y’) 1 cu, = p(x’) 1 (Y~ (by indiscernibility) 
we need only check that p,(x) r a1 Itp,(x)(cu,) ap(x’)(cu,). By indiscernibility 
p(x’)(4 =p(y’)(cuo) =pi(x)(4, so since by (7) 
pi(x) 1 a~ 11 “PI =P(Y’)(~ c // &, and pl(x)(ab) E &,” 
we have pi(x) r al Ikpl(x)(cu,) up. Thus pi(x) up. 
Thus we may assume cro E y. Let (Y’ be the second element of y. Then a’ = (pi 
or (Y’ = (Ye. Suppose /3 E damp(y). If a? <p then pi(x) r p forces that pi(x)(p) = 
P(~‘)(B)~P(Y - {aoH (by (6)) =P(Y)(P) (by (8)). If P< a’ then by 
indiscernibility p < al, so pl(x)(/3) =p(y’)(p) =p(y)(p) (also by indiscerni- 
bility). Suppose p = (Y’. Thenp,(x)(cr,) =p(y’)(ai) =p(y)(cu’) by indiscernibility. 
If LY’ = (pi we are done. Otherwise, if (Y’ = LYE, note that p,(x)(~yJ =p(x’)(~J 
and by (7) p(x’) 1 a-211-p(x’)(cu,) s A &,. Thus 
Pi(X) r @ItPI =p(x’)(a*) =s Afia, ~Pl(X)(@,) =p(y)(a*), 
as desired. 
Thus we see pi(x) <p(y) for all y EX, y Zx. 
Now we proceed much as in the case n = 1. Using Lemma 6.3, find 
p2(x) ~pi(x) so that (9) holds when p(x) is replaced by p2(x). Note that in view 
of (8) and (9) we may take p2(x)(p) =p(x’)(@ for all p > (Y,. Choose 
p*(x) <p&x) so that p(x) 11 f(x). By (9) we may take p*(x)(p) =pz(x)(/3) for all 
p > ao. Finally, define p(x) up* to satisfy (lo), setting p(x)(p) =p*(x)(p) for 
all /3> cyi. 
This completes the construction of the p(x). We now know that if .Z = 
{p(x): x E [Zl’“, x # 0} and A .Z # 0 then /j .Z Ikf is constant on [I]” for each n. It 
remains to show that /j J # 0 and /j J Il- Z E C. 
Lemma 6.4. /j J # 0. 
Proof. Let E = LJ {damp(x): p(x) E J}. Note that since Z is remarkable and 
min Z > y we have lp fl EJ < p for every inaccessible p. By induction on /I E E we 
will define q(p) so that q r /3 Itq(P) <p(x)@) for every p(x) E J with /I E 
damp(x). We proceed by cases. 
Case 1: /?<Kand p$z. 
Case 1.1: p < min 1. If /3 E damp(x) then clearly p(x)(p) depends only on 
(xl. Let ( mn: n < w) enumerate the first w elements of I, and let x, = { cq: i G n}. 
Then by (10) we see that q 1 p forces that 
P*(xl)(B)? P(Xl)(B)7 . . . ) P*(x”)(P), P(X?m% . . . 
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is a play of the w-game on es in which Player II follows the winning strategy tip. 
Hence there is q(p) so that q l/3 II q(/?) ==p(x,J(/3) and every p(x)(p) is among 
the &J(P). 
Case 1.2: j3 > min I. If p E damp(x) then max(j3 n damp(x)) = (Y exists, and 
(Y is maximal in Z with cu<p. Say x={(u,, . . . , (y,-,} with cri=a. Then by 
repeated applications of (8), p(x)(@ =p(y)(p) where y = {(u,, . . . , CU,-~}. If 
( LY;: 12 < o) enumerates w elements of I with (Y = cu& then we may apply the 
argument of Case 1.1 to 
P*(%)(P)? Z+)(P), . . . ) P*hz)w~ PbxP)~ . . . 
where x, = {al: i s n} as before. If there do not exist w elements of Z above p, 
then let ( cul: i s n) enumerate {a’ E I: (Y’ s a} with a = &. In this case we may 
simply let q(P) =~(a~, . . . , an)(P). 
Case 2: /3 = min 1. This is similar to 1.1 above. 
Case3: P=K. 
Case 3.1: y is a successor. Then Z has a maximum element a,,,,. Also 
~(X)(K) Cp(x U {a,,,})(~) and by repeated applications of (8), p(x U {LYI~})(K) = 
p(%t)(K). setq(K)=p(%t)(K). 
Case 3.2: y i.s a limit ordinal. Let q(K) = /j {/j &: LY EZ}. Assume we 
know q 1 K It-q(K) f0. We claim q(K) works. Now, by (8), ~(X)(K) =~(cY)(K) 
where a = maxx. Also, since we assumed that Z satisfies the property that 
r((Yg, . . . , (y,_J < a,, whenever cu,, . . . , a, E Z and t(ao, . . . , (y,-J < K, we see 
that if (Y’ EZ, (Y’ > 9 then p(a)(~) E 8,,. But p(cu, a’) r K Ii-p(a, (Y')(K) < 
p(a)(~), and p(& (Y’) r K, hence q r K, fOra3 that p((~, C?)(K) =p(a')(~) c 
A&. Thus q 1 Kitp(Cf)(K)E&, SO q r Kitq(K)cp(X)(K). 
We must check that q 1 K It q(K) # 0. 
Recall that Player II has a winning strategy ir in the Y-game on 0,. Let 
{ mE: lj < y} enumerate 1. 
Now !XaE < B and we may assume &E ‘?I,. It is not difficult to see that if JC~ is 
the Mostowski collapsing map on ?I, then n,(P,+,) = P,,,, and in fact for 
p E PK+I, n&p) =p’ where p’ 1 aE =p 1 K (=p r LQ) and ~‘(a~) =p(~). Thus 
~dg(b) operates on &_, and for p E 0, following c? is the same as following 
JQ(@. 
Since we may have y > w we must deal with the requirement in the Y-game 
that Player II play first at limit ordinals. One way to deal with this and still 
preserve a uniform notation is to allow Player I to play first at limit ordinals, but 
to insist that the play must be the infimum of all previous plays. 
With this agreement we state an inductive hypothesis affecting Case 4 below. 
Its purpose is to guarantee that q is constructed so that q 1 K forces that there is a 
play 
P1*,P,,P2*,P2,..‘,P;,P5,... (5 < Y) 
of the Y-game in which pg G /j {A fi,:r] < E}, pE E fi,, and Player II follows 
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the winning strategy 6. Of course this will guarantee that q 1 K It q(K) # 0, as we 
wish. The inductive hypothesis will say that for each E < y, 5 > 0, q r cu, forces 
that there are pg and p5 as above so that in the partial play 
PT? Pl> . . 
* * 
‘~P?l,Pq,~-.*PE,PE 
of the y-game on o,, Player II always follows the strategy nE(ir), and in addition 
4 1 q It& E fi,E. This only affects Case 4 for E limit, for if 5 = n + 1 then q r cuE 
forces that {p E 0,: 3p* c A ha7 Player II follows ~~(5) in 
PT, Pl, . . . 2 p G, p,, , p * , p} is dense below A fi,,, , so some such p must lie in fi,,. 
Case 4: p E I, /I f min 1. 
If /3 E damp(x) then /? E x. Say x = {a,), . . . , a,_,} where /3 = cui. If i > 1 then 
by (8) we have p(x)(p)=p(cx_,, a,,..., CU,_,)(/~). If i=O then p(y)(p)< 
p(x)(P) where Y = {al IJ x and (Y E /3 II I is arbitrary. Note that such & always 
exists since we may take cy = min 1. Thus in either case we may assume 
x = {a, P, %z,. . . 1 cu,-,} where n 2 2. By remarkability p(x)(p) depends only on 
a and n (and B), not on (Ye,. . . , CU,_~. 
Suppose a < (Y’ < p, (Y, (Y’ E 1. Let 
x= {a, PI a29.. . , aa-,>, y= {a', P, aa,, , ., %-I) 
2 = {a, a’, cu,, . . . ) a,_,}. 
By remarkability p(x)(P)=p(z)(a')~ o,,, and we know p(y) r plEp(y)(/3)~ 
A hi,, by (7). But also p(x Uy) 1 Plbp(z)(a')~ II&+, so q r /3ltp(y)(/?)=S 
p(x)(p). We consider two cases, similar to 3.1 and 3.2. 
Case 4.1: p II I has a maximal element a,,,. By the remarks above we need 
only consider p(x)(p) where x = {a.+,, p, cy2, . . . , an-,}. If CK~, Q, . . . 
enumerates w elements of I above /I, let x, = {a,,,,, p, CQ, . . . , an-,} for n 2 2. 
But then by (10) q 1 p forces 
p*(x,)(P), P(4P)> P*(4UQ P(4P), . . . 
to be a play in the o-game on & in which Player II follows tifi so this sequence 
must have a lower bound, which we set to be q(p). If there are only finitely many 
elements of I above p then we set q(p) =p(ct;l)(p) for the appropriate n, as in 
Case 1.2. 
Case 4.2: p n I has no maximum element. Suppose a < (Y’ < /I, (Y, (Y’ E I. 
With x = {(Y, @, LY;?, . . . , an_,} we saw above that q f ~It/jfi,~~p(x)@)so 
4 rPI~A{AIjd:~Epnl}~P(x)(P). 
Now by the inductive hypothesis for this case stated in Case 3.2 above, we have 
a partial play 
* 
Po*,P”,P;,P,,...,Pa,Ptll... (rl -==C E) 
in the y-game on 0, (where now in the notation of Case 3.2 the LYE are such that 
I = { wE: E < y} and /3 = aE) in which Player II follows the winning strategy 6, 
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which agrees with n5(ir) on 0,. Thus we may let pg be Player II’s response to 
P~=/U/V%r~:rl<5~ according to ir at this stage of the game, and set 
0) = Ps* 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.4. 0 
Lemma 6.5. /j J It Z c c. 
Proof. Let a: E 1. Recall that p(a)(~) 6 & We claim p(a) IF (Y E 6. As in Case 
3.2 of the previous proof we may see that ‘& < Yl and if n is the collapsing map 
on 8, then n(PK+l)=P,+l. Let G,,, be P,+,-generic with p(a) E G,,,. It 
follows by a density argument in P,+l that if p < a then 38’ <a 3q E G,+l /3 < 6’ 
and q Ikp’ E n(c). But then Y1q It/l’ E 6. Now if q’ = n-‘(q) then q’ r K = 
q r a and q’(K) = q(cu). Th en q( (u) E fiw and we know A Z& E ZZ, since p(m) E 
so 
;:;>_ S’ 
it follows that q(a) cl&. Thus q’ E G,,, and in V[G,+,] it is true that 
mce /3 < (Y was arbitrary we must have a E c as well. And since all we 
knew about G,+l was that p(a) E GK+l, we have p(a) It LYE c. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 6.1. 0 
Note that the proof of Theorem 6.1 does not work when y = K, i.e., when K is 
Ramsey, and it is easy to see that we cannot expect any Z E V to work in this case, 
so a more complicated argument, along the lines of Theorem 5.8(c), is necessary. 
This will be left to the reader. 
For y < K the rest is easy. 
Theorem 6.6. Assume K is y-Erdiis, y < K. Then there is a forcing extension in 
which K remains y-Erd6s and both O(K) and q ({ a < K: LX is regufur}) hold. 
Proof. Let D = (6 < K: p is regular}. For p E D let & be the following ordering 
for establishing Cl@), where we assume in the usual reverse Easton manner that 
Cl(a) holds for all & < 6. Let A be a set of limit ordinals. A sequence (C,: g E A) 
is coherent iff each C, is closed unbounded in 5 and whenever rl is a limit point of 
C, then C,, = r] n C,. We put p in ofi if p is coherent and for some 6 < /I, 
domp={Ec6: 6 is a singular limit ordinal} and V,J$ E domp tp(p(Q) < .!j. We 
say 6 = supp. Let p s q iff p is an end-extension of q. 
In verifying (l)-(4) the only nontrivial point is checking that & is strategically 
&closed. We describe a winning strategy in the p-game, where p < /3. Suppose 
have been played, for E < p. If g = 0 then choose p up; so that suppE > ,u. If 5 is 
successor, choose pC < pg arbitrarily. This is possible since Cl(a) holds for all 
(Y < /I. Finally, if 5 is limit there are two cases. If E is a limit of limit ordinals then 
let suppE = & = sup{supp,: q < E, n limit}, IJ {pa: q < E, q limit} up, and 
p(&) = U {po(suppo): q < E, v limit}. If 5 is not a limit of limit ordinals then let 
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< be the largest limit ordinal <E and let & = sup{supp,: 77 < 5). Choose pg so 
that PE c U {ps: rl< E> and PS(SUPPS) is an initial segment of p&ii’). Note that 
choosing the portion of ~~(5) above pc(suppc) is not a problem since cf & = o in 
this case and we may simply make it an o-sequence. 
Forcing Cl(S) where S = {(Y < K: (Y is regular} is similar. In this case OS will 
force q (S n/3), assuming that q (S rl (u) holds for all (Y < p. The definition is as 
above except that the requirement tp CE < E is replaced by CE fl S = 0, and we 
want domp = { 5 G supp : 5 limit, S fl 2j is not stationary in E}. The rest of the 
proof is the same. 0 
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